INTRODUCTION
In [ 131, Rosenthal gave necessary conditions on a subset A of r, the dual group of a locally compact abelian group G, for an ideal Z c L,(G) with hull(Z) = A to be complemented in L,(G). For the special case G = R, the first two authors [l] were able to complete the characterization of the complemented ideals. In this paper, we expand the investigation to other locally compact abelian groups. We are not able to determine in general whether a given ideal is complemented; however, we have been able to prove some useful theorems and uncover some interesting phenomena which do not occur in L,(R).
Rosenthal proved in [ 131 that if an ideal Z c L,(G) is complemented, then h(Z) = {y E r = G: 3(y) = 0 for all f E Z} is an element of the coset ring of r with the discrete topology. Obviously h(Z) is closed in r in the usual topology; and thus, a necessary condition for an ideal Z to be complemented in L, (G) is that h(Z) be a closed subset of r which is an element of the coset Even from these few examples, one can see that there are grave difficulties in formulating a conjecture for a characterization of the complemented ideals in terms of their hulls. The main unresolved question is whether there is a geometrical, topological, or algebraic condition on the hull which is necessary and sufficient for the ideal to be complemented in L,(R). Recently, the first named author has been able to use the techniques of this paper to give a complete characterization of the complemented ideals in L,(R*). The characterization is not easily stated and this work will be published elsewhere.
DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout this paper, G (possibly with subscripts) will be a Hausdorff locally compact abelian (LCA) group and H will be a closed subgroup of G. The dual of G, 6, will usually be denoted by Z. Because our basic examples are in L,(R"), we will use additive notation in both G and Z unless otherwise noted. See Rudin [ 1.51 for standard notation and facts.
If H is a closed subgroup of G, then H' = {y E Z: y(h) = 1 for all h E H} n and we will identify H' with G/H in the canonical manner. The map rr, (or if the subgroup H is fixed, then just 7~) will denote both the quotient map of groups 7~~: G + G/H and the induced map nH: L,(G) + L,(G/H) given by 7rHf(x) = l,f(x + y) &z,(y) for a.e. [m,,,], x E G/H, where mH is a Haar measure on H. If H is compact, then m,(H) = 1; if H is not compact, then we will always assume suitable normalizations so that the formula is correct for alIfE L,(G).
Let us remark that the quotient map rcH: L,(G) + L,(G/H) has many right inverses. In particular, if # is a locally bounded, locally measurable function on G, i.e., 4 E LIZ(G), satisfying c H 4(x + Y> &r(Y) = 1 a.e-h,Hly then Sf(g) =f(g + H) 4(g), for f E L,(G/H), defines an isometry of L,(G/H) into L,(G) such that nHS = ZL,(G,Hr, the identity operator. Reiter [ 11, Chap. 8 , Sect. 1.81, proves that such 4, actually satisfying stronger properties, always exist and, following Reiter [ 111, we call such a function a Bruhat function. In Theorem 4.4, we will need 4 EL, (G) and uniformly continuous. Indeed, it is not hard to show there exists a m,-measurable set M such that m&4+x)= m,(M+xnH)= 1 for all x E G. Then let f E C,(G), j",f(x) &z,(x) = 1, and let (b = f * 1,. Then $ is uniformly continuous Bruhat function with I# ( < ]]f]], .
One simple and well-known consequence of the existence of S is that n,&,(G)) =L,(G/W. M oreover, we have 3(y) =a(?) for y E HL = G% and fE L,(G). We wish to carry this one step further. Suppose that A is a closed subset of Z. We would like to know that z,(Z(A)) = Z(A n HI), as a subspace of L,(G/H). A sufficient condition for this equality to hold is that A be a strong Ditkin set (see Definition 1.1) because this implies that A n ZZ' is a set of spectral synthesis. Actually A n ZZ' is also a strong Ditkin set.
DEFINITION.
A subset A of Z is said to be a strong Ditkin set if there is a net {p,} of measures in M(G) such that This follows from a general argument using approximate identities. See Gilbert [3] , Rosenthal [ 121, and Rudin [ 141. Also, because A U B is a set of spectral synthesis, Z(A U B) = Z(A) n Z(B).
As was mentioned in the Introduction, we will be concerned only with certain special closed subsets of Z. Let us denote the coset ring of Z by n(Z) and let 0,(Z) be all closed sets in Z which are in the ring Q(Z,), where Z, denotes r with the discrete topology. We may state Rosenthal's results as follows.
PROPOSITION. If I is a complemented translation invariant subspace ofL,(G), then h(I) E O,(I).
Also, summarizing the results of [2, 13 , and 171, we have 1.2. PROPOSITION. If A E n,(I), then A is a strong Ditkin set and A is of the form UyEl yi + (Ii\UJY1 yij+Iii), where {yi: i= I,..., n} CT, {yij:j= l,..., ni) c Ii, Ii is a closed subgroup of I and Tij is a clopen subgroup of ri for all i = l,..., n; j = I,..., n,.
Because the elements of 0,(r) are sets of spectral synthesis, we can use the notation I(A) to denote the ideal with h(I(A)) = A.
Let us now recall that the translation-invariant projections are given by convolution against idempotent measures [ 15 ] and that by Cohen's theorem, the Fourier transform of such a measure is the characteristic function of a set in Q(r).
Rosenthal observed that there are ideals which are complemented, but not by a translation invariant projection. In particular, I(Z) is complemented in L,(R) by pf (4 =f (4 -1 f (x + W 110,2n~W nEZ for all f E L,(R). The abstract version of this was proved in [lo] . We include a proof of this result here because it provides intuition for later arguments. Proof. Let P, and P, be the projections on Z(A) and Z(B), respectively, and let QA and QB be their complementary projections. Define Q on L, (G) by
If c E A U B, then Q*c = c. Thus, Q* is the identity on the w*-closed span of A U B. Also, range (Q*) c@%"'*(A) + m"'*(B) c$?Si"*(A U B). Because A U B is a set of spectral synthesis, P = Z -Q is a projection onto Z(A U B). 1
We now consider the question of the existence of a measure p as in Lemma 1.4. The next lemma will be used in Section 3. It gives a slightly stronger result than the previous lemma for elements in n,(Z).
If A, B E Q,(r), and there is a neighborhood W of 0 in r such that A + W n B + W = 0, then there exists a measure p E M(G) with compact support such that ,$ = 1 and &Is = 0.
ProoJ: Let /3r denote the Bohr compactification of r; and for A c r, let /?A denote the closure of A in Dr. Since A + W CT B + W = 0, /?A CT /3B = 0. But also DA, ,f3B E Q,(/3r). Indeed, by Proposition 1.2, A = Uy=, yi + (Ti\Bi), where yi E r, ri are closed subgroups of r, and Bi is a finite union of clopen cosets of ri, i = l,..., n. If C is a clopen coset of Ti, then C + C n (ri\C) + C = 0 and SO ,K n p(r,\C) = 0. Also, pri = PC u
is a clopen coset of /ITi. It follows that PB, is a finite union of clopen cosets of /Vi and b(r\Bi) = PrlpBi. Hence, /?A = U yEI yi + Gar,pB,) and /?A is a closed set in n((Jr),).
Also, below we construct p E M(G,), G, =/$, such that b = 1 on PA, $ = 0 on /3B, and also ,u has compact support. But then ,U is a finite linear combination of Dirac masses in G such that ,Z = 1 on A and $ = 0 on B.
By the above, we may assume r is compact, A, B E a,(r), and A n B = 0. By Proposition 1.2, and by taking sums of convolutions of the measures constructed below, we may assume that there are closed subgroups r,,Tz in r,a,,p,Er such that A=a,+A,,B=/?,+B, for some A, E .n(r,>, B, E W,>. H ence, it is enough to assume that we have closed subgroups r,,rz in r, A E Q(r,), B E Q(r,), y0 E r such that A n B + y0 = 0, and then construct p E M(G) with compact support such that,Z=l onA,p=OonB+y,. First, assume y,, @ r, + Tz. Then there is g E G such that yO( g) = a # 1, and y (g)=1 for YEr,+r,. Letp=(l/(l-a))(6-,-ad,). Then&-l and i;leiyo = 0. Otherwise y,, E r, + Tz, and then there is no harm in assuming r= ri + r2. If Remark. We see from the proof that the measure p constructed above is a finite linear combination of Dirac masses in G.
Let us now consider some examples in L,(R'). Let is the required projection.
Both of these examples illustrate a phenomenon not present in L,(R); namely, the hull in each case has the form r1 U r2, where the closed subgroups ri and T2 do have (many) points close together, i.e., given E > 0, there are infinitely many points y1 E ri, y2 E r2 with d(y,, y2) < E for a metric d on R2 in the usual topology. But these examples are also special in that the projections Q, and Q2 which correspond to the subgroups r, and r2 are commuting projections. In general it seems unlikely that we can find commuting projections like this.
The next proposition shows what is needed to build projections inductively. Proof. Suppose that X is complementary to Z(A U (T,\B)) in Z(A) and that P is a projection of Z(A) onto X. Note $Z(A)) = Z(A n Z,) and thus C, x(Z(A)) = Z((A n Z,) U B). Now ker(C, rc) = Z(A U (Z,\B)) and so C, z], is one-to-one and onto Z((A f? Z,) U B) as required.
Conversely, define P, f = (Cu7c]x)-' C,rc(f) for all fE Z(A). Then P = Z -P, is a projection from Z(A) onto Z(A U (T,\B)). See [7] .
Conversely, suppose that Z((A n Z,) U B) is complemented in L,(G/H) by a projection P,. Let 
Hence, by the previous remark, Z(A r\ B) is complemented. I This proposition will be used later to give other examples of ideals which are not complemented.
IDEALS WITH A DISCRETE HULL
The main result of this section is a characterization of the complemented ideals with a discrete hull. This is the natural generalization of the complemented ideals in L,(R). As was noted in the discrete examples in the last section, the result is complicated by the necessity of dealing with the cosets removed from and translated in the hull. There are two main steps to the theorem. First, we will give an obstruction criterion for the lift of Proposition 1.7; second, we will prove a decomposition result for discrete hulls. If (x(u):uEA} is in fact weakly relatively compact, then it would be uniformly integrable; thus, given any E, > 0, there is a compact K such that lix(u)lKC/I, < E, . Now let V above be a compact set containing K, let E, = E = l/4. Then for some neighborhood w of 0,
for all y -y' E W, a EA. But by (ii), there is an a E A and b E B such that a -b E W. Hence,
This contradiction completes the proof. 1 2.2. LEMMA.
Zf A E O,(r) and A is discrete, then there are discrete closed subgroups Ti, i = l,..., n, of r, { yi : i = l,..., n } c r, and finite unions Bi of cosets of subgroups of ri such that (9 A = U i"= 1 Yi + (ri\8J,
(ii) (yi + (Ti\Bi)) n (yj + (Tj\Bj)) = 0fir i #j, i, j = l,..., n.
Proof. We know that A = uf=, pi + (Ai\Uj~ 1 pij + A,), where Ai are closed subgroups of r, pi E r, pij E Ai, and A, are clopen subgroups of Ai. Because A is discrete, all the subgroups Ai can be taken to be discrete. Hence, we can write A = lJf= r yi + (ripi),
where yi E r, Ti are closed discrete subgroups of r, and Bi are finite unions of cosets of subgroups of Ti.
Our task is to guarantee disjointness of the terms {yi + (Tipi): i = I,..., n}.
First, let 9 consist of all sets of the form y0 + (r,,\8& where y0 E r, r, is a closed discrete subgroup of r, and B, is a finite union of cosets of subgroups in r,,. We claim that Y is a semi-ring; that is,
(ii) if A, B E 9, then A\B = (JJ=i Cj, where the pairwise disjoint sets cj E 9, j = l)...) n.
To prove (i), let ai + (r,\g,) an d a2 + (T,\B,) be in 9. Without loss of generality a, + ri n a, + r, f 0; so there is an a E r such that al+(r,\B,)na2+(r2\82)=a+(rlnr2)\(a,+B,Ua2+B2) = a + (r, n r,)\a + B, = a + (r, n T,\B,), where B, is a finite union of cosets in r, n r2.
To prove (ii), first note that U y=, yi + ri = lJ y=, (ri + r,\U f:\ ys + r,), a pairwise disjoint union of sets in 9' because each yi + r,\l.J~~~ ys + r, takes the form yi + (ripi) for some finite union Bi of cosets in ri. Now
= (rl + r,uh + 4 u y2 + r,)) u b2 + B, n yI + K\W Since B, = r,, y1 + r,\(r, + 4 u yz + r,> and y2 t B,\(Y, + r,\8J are disjoint. Clearly, y, + r,\(y, + B, U y2 + r,) E 9. But also, by the remark above, y2 + B, = lJJ'= i Cj, Cj E 9, Cj pairwise disjoint, i = l,..., n. Hence, Y2 +B2wy, + v-m is also a disjoint union of sets in 9 by (i). This proves (ii).
It is a routine set theory argument to show that any finite union of elements of a semi-ring 9 is a finite union of disjoint elements in S. See [S, p. 331. I
We are now ready to prove our characterization of complemented ideals with discrete hulls.
THEOREM.
Let A E n,(r) be discrete, and let A = U I= 1 yi t (ri\Bi),
where yi E r, ri is a closed discrete subgroup of r, and Bi is a union of cosets In this section, we will develop an inductive procedure for building projections on ideals. At the end, we will need to know G is u-compact. So we assume this now. We will explicitly point out where this is used. The procedure in full is rather technical, so we will begin with some special cases. The basic idea is simple. If A = U I= i yi + (Ti\Bi), then we build projections from Z(lJ:=, yi + (Zip,)) onto Z(lJfz: yi + (Zi\Bi)) for k = 0, 1, 2,..., n -1 by using lifts as in Proposition 1.7.
First, suppose that we wish to find a relative projection from Z(U f= , yi + (Zi\Bi)) onto Z(lJf2: yi + (Zip,)) and Z,l+ , = Hk+ , is compact. Without loss of generality, we may assume yk+ i = 0. In this case, 4(g) = 1 for all g E G defines a Bruhat function for Hk+ i. Let X be the subspace of L 1 (G/H) consisting of all functions hW(g + Hk+ A where
We claim that XcZ(Ub=, yi + (Zi\Bi)).
Indeed, if y E U:=, yi + (Ti\Bi) and
Hence, z(y) = 0 if f E Z( [Z,, i n U:= i yi + (Zipi)] U Bk+ ,). It follows from Proposition 1.7 that Z(lJfz: yi + (Zi\Bi)) is complemented in Z(tJ:: i yi + (ri\Bi)).
If G were compact, then Q,(Z) = Q(Z) and by Cohen's theorem, Z(A) is complemented for any A E a,(Z). The above argument used inductively gives the following generalization of this fact: 3.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose A E 0,(r) and A = U YE 1 yi + (ri\Bi), where each ri has r/ri discrete, i = l,..., n, and each Bi E Q(ri). Then Z(A) is complemented in L ,(G).
As a second example, consider the ideal I(,$ U n,4R) c L ,(R *), where ,R = {(x, y) E R*: y = tan(o) x}. This is complemented by a projection similar to the one given for Z(,R U ,,,R) in Section 1, but the technique used there does not seem to extend to a spectrum composed of three lines in R*. We develop instead in this section a completely different technique. In order to motivate the rather lengthy arguments used for this, we are going to show how to find a relative projection from Z(,R) onto Z(,R U n,4R) by this new technique. This case, being unencumbered by other details, should provide some intuition for what follows. The success of this method depends on the following observations: (iii) there is a sequence of integers (k,) and perturbations XA of Xn,k, such that XL c Z&R) for all n > 1 and nn,4R 1 restricted to the closed span of lJ XL is an isomorphism onto Z(,R n n,4R).
Our approach here is to imitate the compact case as nearly as possible. The difficulty with this is that the lifting needed depends on each part of the space and, thus, the resulting map is not given by a single Bruhat function lifting as was used previously. We now examine each of the observations (i), (ii), (iii) in more detail.
For (i), note that ,+,R 1 = _ ,+,R and therefore L,(R'/,,,R ') can be identified with L,(R) by composition with the map (x, y) H (x + y)/fi. Also, at the same time, Z(,R f' ,+R) gets identified with L!(R) by this map. But also, ifx,EX,, nEZ, then = ,,&,, IIXkllW+llh + xo-nE;,o, j:+'x,(t)dt . l,oq,ll~ ,. II But j: x,(t) dt = 0, so this shows
Since L:(R) can be identified with {CnEzxn: x, E X,}, this shows L!(R) -(Cn,zXn>,l. The importance of having an I, sum here is that we can lift each piece X,, independently and still be assured that the resulting span is isomorphic to its image in L ,(R 2/-s/4 R).
In (ii), we have defined liftings for each X, which as k+ 00 are close to being in the correct ideal I($) because integrals along lines n,2R + (a, 0), u E R, are close to being zero for large k. To see that 11 ~c~~&,,II --t 0 as k-+azo, observe that C,,, = supp(9,) n {(x3 Y): (x + u)/fi E [O, 11 U [n, n + l]} has the property that most vertical lines which intersect C,,, will intersect each of the two pieces of C,,, in a set of linear measure fl. Indeed, the proportion of these good vertical lines has the form (k -c,J/k, where c, depends only on II. On each of these good vertical lines, the integral of any x E X&k is zero. This shows that lim,,, I1~LoR~IXn.kll = 0.
Finally, we can show that for large enough k, there are perturbations of X n,k in Z&R). Indeed, the map S~=x--~~i(x)l~~,~,~,, xEX,,,, is an isomorphism of X,,, into Z(,R) for k sufficiently large. In particular, Il~-~~~~lI,~Il~~,~~~>ll~~ S o c h oose k, such that llnORIIXn,k,Il < i. Then if
x, E X,,k,, we have Let X:, = S(XnJ.
Then clearly X= J/X:, cZ(,R) and by standard arguments zn,4R I Ix is an isomorphism of X onto xx,4R~(C Xn,k,) = Z(,R U n,4R). Thus, by Proposition 1.7, we have Z(,R U n,4R) complemented in Z(,R).
This very same method allows us to prove this proposition. To prove this requires as much argument and notation as our general inductive procedure, and so we do not treat this case separately. However, it would be good to bear this case in mind (even with n = 3, k = 2) in the sequel.
We now begin to formulate these ideas in general. First, we have some perturbation results. The next lemma shows that liftings of 1, summands can be done independently with appropriate control of the terms. We now turn to the task of finding the lifts X,. In the actual induction, these subspaces will be compactly supported, and this will be of technical importance in assuring that the induction can be completed. The next two measure-theoretic lemmas will be used in the induction to follow. We need only clarify one more point before construction of the lifts. Recall that the perturbation Proposition 3.3 depends on estimating IICrirrijjii/xll.
In order to keep control of this parameter, we need a relationship between mF, mHi, and mH,, where Hi = r,A, i = l,..., n. This will be provided by the assumption that Furthermore, dm, = dmHimn dmHilHiNI,dmH,lHiNI,dmGiHi+H,.
Because dmHi = drnHiwn dmHilHiTW,, this is the relationship that we require.
3.7. PROPOSITION. Suppose Ti, i= l,..., n, are closed subgroups of r such that (D) holds for i = l,..., II -1. Let yi E Ti, i = l,..., n, Tij clopen subgroups of ri, j = l,..., ki, i = l,..., n, and yij E r,, n ri, for all i, j. Suppose X is u subspace of I(T, n tJ 1:: yi + (ri\(CJj"L 1 Yij + rij)) U uj"~ 1 Ynj + r,,j) c L,(G/H,), and there is a compact set K such that for all x E X, supp(x) c K. Then for all E > 0, there is a subspace Y c L ,(G) such that, if pi E M(ri) with then I)C,,7ci~lyil < E, i= I,..., n -1, and also CLc,zn / ,, is an isometry onto X. Moreover, the support of Y is a compact subset of K f H,. If H, is not compact, then if8 > 0 and A c G, A compact, the subspace Y can be chosen so that ll~l,II,~~Ilyll,f~~~~~~~ Y.
ProoJ By the remarks at the beginning of this section, we may assume H, is not compact. Let A4 be a compact subset of G such that rr,(M) = K. Define Cp: X + L 1(G) by @f(x) = f(x + H,) l,M + V(x)/m,n (A4 + V -x). Clearly, rc,, @f = f for all f E X. Define Y = Q(X). This construction gives the desired subspace Y. Indeed, C,,,rr,l,, = rr,ly and @ is an isometry. So CP,7c,ly is an isometry onto X. The final requirement of the theorem is easy to fulfill by taking V sufficiently large. The hard part is to estimate IICpj71i~ilYll* Fix i, 1 < i < n -1. Notice that CPi( g) = nj"i, (6, -YijmHij) * g. TO estimate the above norm, we are going to replace functions by ones close to them which are more easily dealt with in making estimates. Let To do this we will need two estimates. We now extend Proposition 3.7 to handle ideals where not all of the cosets intersect r,. This is useful because it eliminates the hypothesis (D) when it is an unnecessary assumption. Here ll(Cll,~nly)-' II < IM.
We are now ready to formalize our induction procedure for constructing relative projections. We will need a few definitions.
3.9. DEFINITION. If XC L ,(G) and X is isomorphic to (C Xi),,, we say that this sum decomposition is engulJing if (i) for any compactly supported Y cX, there exists some finite set F such that YC CieFXi,
(ii) if E is finite and E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 and K compact such that if llvlRlll < 6 IlullI~ then IlWll < E IIYII,~ where PE is the coordinate projection of X onto CiEE Xi.
3.10. DEFINITION. An operator P on Y c L,(G) is said to preserve compactness if, for any compactly supported subspace XC Y, PX is compactly supported.
In order to make the induction procedure work, we will need to prove more than complementation at each stage. In particular, we will need to know that the projection constructed will respect the associated ideals, preserve compactness, and that the ideals being considered have a decomposition into an engulfing I, sum of compactly supported subspaces. The induction advances from Z(U 1:: yi + (Zipi)) to Z(Uy= 1 yi + (Ti\Bi)) if z((rn n UYi:
is complemented in L ,(G/Tt) by a projection of the same type and if (Zi, Z,) satisfy (D) for all i for which yi + (Zipi) is not separated from yn + (T,p,J. We will also need to impose an additional restriction on G so that the 1, sums will be countable. This will be guaranteed by assuming now that G is u-compact.
To begin, let us note that L,(G) is isometric to an engulfing 1, sum of L,(Ki), i = 1, 2,3 ,..., where the (Ki) are pairwise disjoint measurable sets with nonempty interior, compact closure, and satisfy 02, Ki = G. Also observe that if B E Q(Z) and B is a finite union of clopen cosets in Z, then Z(ZjB) is complemented by a projection which preserves compactness and Z(ZjB) is isomorphic to an engulfing 1, sum of compactly supported subspaces. Indeed, let ~1 be an idempotent measure with $ = 1, and define Pf = f -p * f for fE L i(G). Because P has compact support, P preserves compactness. To see that Z(ZjB) is isomorphic to an engulfing I, sum of compactly supported subspaces, note that we can choose sets Ki in the decomposition of L i(G) with P * 1,. = 1,. and so p * L ,(Ki) c L ,(Ki). This follows from the fact that the supp@): is contained in a compact subgroup for any idempotent measure P. This gives Z(flB) = (cz, p * L ,(Ki))!,, which is an engulfing 1, sum. It easily follows then that Z(y + (Z'jB)), y E r, is complemented in L,(G) by a projection which preserves compactness; and Z(y + (nZ3)) has a decomposition as an engulfing I, sum of compactly supported subspaces. This completes the first step of the induction.
We are now ready for the inductive step. Suppose that
is complemented in L,(G) by a projection P which preserves compactness and respects the ideals Z(yi + (Zipi)), i = l,..., n -1. Also, suppose Z(lJ~~~ yi + (Zipi)) is isomorphic to an engulfing I, sum of compactly supported subspaces. Finally, assume that (ri, Z,) satisfies (D) for all i = l,..., n -1 for which yn + (Zn\8,) is not separated from yi + (Zipi) and that Z(Z, n lJf=: yi -Y,, + (Zipi) U B,) is isomorphic to an engulfing 1, sum of compactly supported subspaces (this will be true in particular if this latter ideal is complemented by this procedure). We will show that Z((J YE 1 yi + (Zi\Bi)) is complemented by a projection which preserves compactness and respects the ideals Z(yi + (Zi\Bi)), i = l,..., II, ad
is isomorphic to an engulfing 1, sum of compactly supported subspaces.
By multiplication by yn and jjn, we may assume without loss of generality that yn = 0. We have Z(lJyzj yi + (ri\Bi)) -(C;"= I X,),, and Z((Z,, f' lJy1: yi + (ri\Bi) U B,) -(C," i Zp),, with the sums both being engulfing I, sums of compactly supported subspaces. There will be 1, si, (xi in the sequel which will be chosen to satisfy certain constraints that are described as we proceed. First, consider X, and let E, = { 1 }. There is a finite P,, 1 E F,, such that C,,rcLnX, c CPEF, Z,. Let P, be the coordinate projection of L,(G) onto X, and let K, be a compact subset of G and let 6, > 0 such that if yE Xxi and IlylK,ll < 6, llylll, then Ilplylll < ~1 Ilylll. BY Proposition 3.8, there is a subspace Y, of L,(G) that CL& y, = CPEF, ZpY Ilyl~,Il~ < 61 Ilyll for all YE YI, IIc~i71i7ilY,lI < a12 i = l,..., n -1, and also II(Cr,xnlu,)-l 1) <A. Let E, be a finite set of integers, 12) UE, c E,, such that PY, c CIEE2 X,. This completes the first cycle of the construction in the inductive step. We will do this once more for clarity and then state precisely what this procedure will produce. There is a finite set F,, { 2) U F, c F,, such that C@,rr, CIEEZ X, c CppFz Zp. Let P, be the projection onto CieE, Xi and let K, be a compact subset of G, K23KI,  and a,>0 such that if IIylk,lll <8211yII,, YEJJX,, then 11 P, y/l < s2 I/ ~11. By Proposition 3.8, there is a subspace Y, c L,(G) such that QQ'2= CPEFZ~,ZpT IIYI~,II~ < 4 llvlll for all YE L IIc~i~i7ilY,ll < a29 j= l, 29***, n -1, and /I(C,,Q.,))'I( < 1. Let E, be a finite set of integers with { 3 } U E, c E, and PY, c CieE, Xi. In this way we get finite sets of integers Finally, we need to show that Z(Uy= I yi t (Zipi)) is isomorphic to an engulfing I, sum of subspaces. We will first show that there are subspaces X/ c CIEEiX, such that Czl Xf + Y = Z(i.J~~~ yi + (Zip,)). Let Q = Z -R, let R, be the projection of x2, X, onto C(Xi: i E EIwl_,}, and let S, be the projection of the I, sum C PY, onto PY,. Also, R Ix; is an isomorphism and R preserves compactness, so 2 RX,' is an I, sum decomposition of Z(Uj'=i yi + (r,\8i)) into compactly supported subspaces. We want to show that this is an engulfing I, sum. Before doing this, let us compute the estimates needed and how they restrict the choices of Ei, ai, 6i, and 1.
Let C, be the 1, constant of C Zp. Let M be the bound for which P respects the ideals Z(yi + (Zipi)), i = l,..., n -1. Let C, = Ilplj, where ~1 is the separating measure in Proposition 3.8. Let C, be the I, constant of 2 Xi. In our construction Iz = C, = lI,uJI by the remark following Proposition 3.8. We state the estimates needed below:
(1) As a subspace of L,(G), JJ Y1 is C, C, lIpnIl isomorphic to (C YJr,.
(2) Il~~r,~Ln/~r,~-111~~~~2. (3) and (5) and still satisfy the restriction in Proposition 3.3 that E < l/ll~,il for the appropriate E > 0. Moreover, (II) implies that a, ( j(n -1) M Il,u,lI C, C, which is needed for (4) to be meaningful.
In order to show C RX,' is an engulfing I, sum, we first show that for any E > 0 and any m > 1, there is a compact set K and 6 > 0 such that if Finally, for (i) of Definition 3.9, let W be a compactly supported subspace of Z(U I=, yi + (Zi\B,))* Then W c CiEE, Xi for some 1. Hence, This completes all of the details of proving that under our inductive hypotheses, the ideal Z(uy=, yi + (r,~i)) is complemented by a projection R which preserves compactness, respects the ideals, and that I(U ?= 1 Yi + tTiVi)) is isomorphic to an engulfing I, sum of compactly supported spaces. We remark that in this induction we used the fact that G is u-compact and we do not know if this restriction can be removed, although it seems likely.
Our inductive method gives a proof for complementation of Z(U;= I yi + (ri\8i)) in special cases.
3.11. THEOREM. Suppose G is o-compact and Zi, i = l,..., n, are closed subgroups of Z. Assume that the pairs (Zj n n;=, Zi, Z,-1 n n I=, Zi) for 1 <j < s -2, s = 3,..., n, and the pairs (Zi, Z,), i = l,..., n -1, satisfy (D). Then for all yi E Z, i = l,..., n, and all finite unions Bi of cosets of clopen subgroups of Ti, i t l,..., n, the ideal Z(Uy=, yi t (Zipi)) is complemented.
Moreover, there is a complementing projection which preserves compactness and respects the ideals Z(yt t (Z,\B,) ). This is a much weaker result than our induction procedure allows because (D) is not required for pairs that have their associated cosets separated. We get this corollary which generalizes Proposition 3.2.
3.12. COROLLARY. Suppose Ti is isomorphic to Rk"' c R", where 1 < k(i) < n. Let F, be a finite set. Then Z(CJr=, vi + Zi V F,) is complemented for any choice of vectors vi c R", i = l,..., n.
Remark. We know generally that for a-compact metric groups G, an ideal Z(lJ y=, yi + (ri\8i)) c L,(G) is a pi space. Also, the ideal is complemented if and only if it is isomorphic to L, [0, 11. This says something a posteriori about some particular ideals above which are (or are not) complemented. However, to use this information to prove the complementation theorems does not seem possible from what is known about the structure of these ideals.
GENERALIZATIONS AND QUESTIONS
In the last section, we formulated an inductive procedure to construct projections. However, the procedure appears to fail for examples such as Example 0.1 (v), the ideal J=Z(RXZX{O}U{O}X~Z~R~ {0} x R x {O}). We k now that Z(R x ZX {O}U {0} x R x {0}) is complemented by the inductive procedure. The difficulty in the next step is that R X Z X {0} t {0} X \/z Z X R is not a direct sum. But notice that R X R X (0) t {0} X fl Z X R is direct modulo {0} X \/z Z X R, and thus we can lift into Z(R X R X {0}) c Z(R X Z X {0} U {0} X R X {0}), i.e., there is a subspace X of Z(R X R X (0)) such that zuO,X+ZXRj~ maps X isomorphically onto Z({O}X~ZXR~R~R~{O})=Z({~}X~ZX R n (R X Z X {0} U (0) X R X {O})). By Proposition 1.7, it follows that .Z is complemented. Moreover, we retain all the properties needed in this complementation of J to continue the inductive procedure; thus, we can continue building projections onto appropriate smaller ideals.
The basic idea of this example is that although a group Zi occurs in the representations of the hull such that Zi and Z, fail to satisfy (D), there is a larger group Z\ r> Zi such that Zi and Z,, satisfy (D) and r; n r, c i.J 1:; (rip+) n r, . This could be modified to include more general coset forms. This leads to the following questions. All these questions are related to the problem of discerning when, and how, the spectrum A of I(A) contains parts which cover up the flaws in other parts, flaws that at first would seem to prevent I(A) being complemented. These questions are also closely related to Proposition 2.1 and this generalization of it. 4.4. THEOREM.
If r,, r2 are closed subgroups of r such that (D) fails for (r, , r,), then I(T, u r,) is not complemented in L,(G).
Proof: The failure of (D) means that for any compact neighborhoods L and W of 0 in I', there exists y1 E r,\C + (r, nr,), yz E T,p such that y1 -yz E W + (r, n r,). Assume I(T, U r,) is complemented, so there exists a projection P: I(T,) -+ I(T, U r,). Let X= ker(P). Let < i. Given this, choose y1 E T,\L + (r, n r,) and y; E r,\L, y1 -y; E W + r, nr,. Then y1 -y; -h E W for some hEr,nr,.
Let y*=y;+h. -l&O)1 = 0 uniformly in y. Because IV, is compact, and because n 1.$,(r)] -0 as y -+ co in Zi/Zi n Z, for any fixed x E IV,, this shows that we can make I w XI= 6hl ii uniformly small on IV, by letting y+ co in r,/rI C-J r2.
Remark. In Reiter [ 111, the construction of the Bruhat functions shows that we could assume at the outset in the above that $l]WO+H,,H is compactly supported. This would be enough to make the last part of the argument work too without our special form for #i.
Almost all that we have done here is based upon the relationship between the pairs of subgroups in the representation of the hull of the ideal. However, we know that we cannot handle some ideals in this way. In particular, this is the case for Example O.l(iii). Each pair of subgroups satisfy (D). So the inductive procedure must fail when tan(e) is irrational because the ideal Z(,Rn(ZxRURxZ))
is not a 1, sum of compactly supported subspaces. We have no direct method of reaching this conclusion. It is only by Proposition 1.8 and the nature of the inductive procedure in Section 3 that we see it is true. Unfortunately, Proposition 1.8 is of limited usefulness because of the strength of the assumptions. In particular, we cannot decide when an ideal .Z = Z(iJF= i yi + (Zi\Bi)) is complemented in L I(R ') if n > 5. But if n < 4, then Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 3.1 can be used to show that if .Z is complemented, and the cosets are not separated, then there are two pairs of subgroups in the representation which satisfy (D), i.e., we have without 10~s of generality some Z(Uy= i yi + (Zipi)) and Z(U4=3 yi + (Zi\Bi)) which are complemented. Then we apply Proposition 1.9 or use the inductive procedure of Section 3 to complete the construction of a projection on .Z. The result is that, for any complemented ideal J in L,(R*), with no more than four terms yi + (rip,) in the representation of its hull, the ideal can be shown to be complemented by the inductive procedure.
Indeed, as far as we know, every complemented ideal in L,(G) may be complemented by the modified inductive procedure discussed, by way of Example 0,1(v), at the beginning of this section. But this would not give a nice criterion on A for Z(A) to be complemented.
